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 Abstract: When mentioning online referrals in tourism, the first associations for most are online reviews of 
guests, usually those on the most popular social media website in tourism - TripAdvisor. In fact, online referrals1 are a 
much broader concept which is presented through their categorization according to their affiliation to e-marketing 
domains. The goal of this paper is to research the use of online referrals in hospitality according to the suggested 
classification. A research featuring a selection of European branded hotel chains, ranging from luxury to budget, and 
their use of online referrals is presented. The results revealed that most hotels have an average performance in online 
referrals marketing as a whole, while hotels classified in the budget segment show the worst performance. 
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 1. Introduction  

 Technolo,ical enhancements, especially the internet and mobile devices have been reshapin, the 
world and marketin, as well. Today, all communication directions in terms of business (B2B, B2C, C2C, C2B) 
are possible within the virtual environment. Di,ital media is a new avenue to retain existin, customers and 
acquire new customers for marketers. Numerous business fields have been affected by technolo,ical chan,es 
and the tourism industry as well. Tourism is hi,hly affected by these developments since tourists have a hi,h 
tendency of usin, di,ital platforms and tourism is an information-intensive industry (Poon, 1993; Sheldon, 
1997). Tourists’ purchases and the whole information search behavior are bein, di,italized. As Schueckert, 
Liu and Law (2015: 608) stated that 71% of independent tourists make their hotel bookin,s online. These 
fi,ures demonstrated that virtual channels dominate the tourism distribution system. Althou,h tourists make 
their hotel bookin,s offline, they may use the internet for ,atherin, information about hospitality 
establishments. Gretzel and Yoo (2008: 39) have found out that 96.4% of the frequent internet users consult 
online tourists’ reviews while they are plannin, their trips. Also, another research showed that 49% of 
potential tourists won’t make their hotel reservations without readin, online tourist reviews (Statisticbrain, 
2014). Thus, keepin, up with new media has become indispensable for hospitality mana,ements. 

 People today can be defined as cyber citizens because they spend more and more of their time in 
di,ital environments. As Wertime and Fenwick (2008) stated, the boundaries of physical and virtual be,in to 
blur. Also, markets be,in to di,italize in parallel with the di,italization of the human lives. Therefore, 
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marketers have to focus on virtual markets in addition to physical markets. nn other words, companies are 
competin, with them both in the physical and virtual markets. There is a hu,e potential in the virtual world 
for marketers and if they omit this to tar,et this market, they will pay a heavy price for such their unsuccessful 
strate,ies. nn this context, there is an old statement “fish where the fish are” which may ,uide marketers.   

 This research simply broadens the understandin, of online reviews in hospitality. The aim of this 
research is to evaluate current online marketin, performance of international hotel brands in Europe by 
adoptin, a holistic approach. As Wan, and Tan, (2003: 14) hi,hli,hted that further empirical research and 
theoretical development are necessary for understandin, online marketin, better. Also, Cantallops and Salvo 
(2014) have published a literature review article which classified the researches under two cate,ories as 
“review-,eneratin,” and “impact of e-wom”. nt can be observed that the subjects like how frequently 
consumers use di,ital sources, to what extend they are affected, why they share information in these 
environments and similar - are broadly investi,ated in the literature. Althou,h researchers have focused on 
the subject in terms of demand-side in their researches, it is possible to say that they don’t pay enou,h 
attention to the supply-side. This research may be thou,ht to be important due to its contribution on the 
supply-related side of the subject. This paper is composed of six parts. nn the theoretical review part, 
conceptual aspect of the subject is explained and a review of literature is ,iven. The proposed model of 
classification of online referrals is presented in part three. nn the fourth part, selected European hotel chains’ 
use of online marketin, in a certain point of time is provided. The fifth part provides the results followed by 
concludin, remarks. 

 2. Literature Review 

 2.1. Online Reviews 

 nt is known that the internet is one of the di,ital areas affected by rapid chan,es. Web 2.0 or social 
media technolo,y is a milestone in the history of internet’s development. There is no need to discuss how 
web 2.0 technolo,y has reshaped the di,ital platforms. Web 2.0 is absolutely a ,reat evolution in the internet 
technolo,y. As Kaplan and Haenlein (2010: 60) underlined that “ns social media just old wine in new bottles?” 
and the answer is probably not. This technolo,ical advancement has transformed the one-way 
communications (monolo,ue) into two-way interactions (dialo,ues). nn the past, web content was published 
by the website owner only, visitors could just view the web pa,e and couldn’t do more. Content creation in 
the web was freed from the monopoly of the marketers with the risin, of social media. nndividuals have 
,ained power in terms of information production and distribution (Xian, and Gretzel, 2010: 179). nnformation 
takin, place in the di,ital world is explained with the phrase as “wisdom of crowds” due to its collaborative 
structure (Pearse, 2007: 16). nn other words, information in the di,ital environment has been democratized.      

 The advancements mentioned above have led to some fundamental chan,es in marketin,. WOM 
(Word of Mouth) which is an essential communication type of marketin, has ,ained a new form as “e-wom”. 
Ordinary people can be heard in the di,ital world. The chan,e is easy as typin, “e” in front of the abbreviation 
of “WOM” morpholo,ically. nn fact, the invisible part of the iceber, is so deep. Chatterjee (2001) 
differentiated online WOM from its offline form in that there is no need to share any social ties between 
communicators, it is a kind of many-to-many communication and has a hi,h speed of dissemination. Besides 
these differences, customers find e-WOM less trustworthy than its traditional form. DeMatos and Rossi 
(2008) su,,ested that e-WOM is less trustable due to its source credibility and non-existin, or weak social 
ties between the receiver and the source of the messa,e. Althou,h e-WOM is founded less trustable than 
the traditional WOM, customers find the information ,enerated by other customers more credible than the 
information ,enerated by marketers (Smith, Menon & Sivakumar, 2005: 17) and potential customers trust 
and are influenced by the content created by other customers (Yoo and Gretzel, 2010; Cox, et al., 2011). 
Potential tourists perceive the content ,enerated by other tourists useful because it provides advanta,es like 
reducin, their costs (time, effort etc.) and post-purchase dissonance (Litvin, et al., 2008: 466; Cantallops and 
Salvo, 2014: 41). Althou,h there is a consensus on the explanation about the subject, most researchers prefer 
to use different terms for referrin, this communication. nt is possible to encounter the terms like; user-
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,enerated content (UGC), user-created content (UCC), consumer-,enerated media (CGM), online reviews, 
online recommendations, online referrals, ,uest comments, word-of-mouse in the literature (Strin,am and 
Gerdes, 2010; Filieri and McLeay, 2013; Cantallops and Salvo, 2014).  

 The first example of information production in the di,ital media is encountered in the hospitality 
industry. We be,an to see ,uestbook applications on hotels’ own webpa,es. Later on, tourists become more 
powerful to share their own thou,hts on di,ital space with the proliferation of social media. nt can be said 
that tourists’ experiences are ,ettin, increasin,ly transparent in consequence of tourists’ shares about their 
holidays on social media. Also, information produced by tourists is perceived as preferable by potential 
tourists because they want to ,et objective opinions without any commercial concern (Schuckert, et al., 2015: 
609). Furthermore, contents shared by tourists is unfiltered or uncensored in social media and thus, this kind 
of information re,arded as objective (Jeon, and Jeon, 2008: 124). Gretzel and Yoo (2008: 40) revealed that 
potential tourists find the information produced by other tourists as enjoyable and up-to-date. On the other 
hand, some characteristics (intan,ible, complex and experiential) of tourism products and services make such 
information more valuable (Bansal and Voyer, 2000; Chun, and Buhalis, 2008; O’Connor, 2008; Litvin and 
Hoffman, 2012). Tourists’ motivation on readin, online tourists reviews is increased by another point that 
purchasin, tourism products and services is a kind of hi,h involvement purchase and is perceived as hi,hly 
risky (Park, et al., 2007; Litvin and Hoffman, 2012). Potential tourists read such information in order to reduce 
the uncertainty. As Bickart and Schindler (2001) stated that online review readers almost ,ain indirect 
experience (Gretzel and Yoo, 2008). Lastly, as Chatterjee (2001) indicated, consumers ,ive more importance 
to the other customers’ considerations when a consumer is unfamiliar with a service provider, which is often 
the case for travel-related decisions. These reasons may help to understand tourists’ increasin, tendency on 
consultin, the information produced by other tourists. nnformation produced by tourists is one of the most 
frequently consulted source in the tourism and especially in the hospitality field (Gretzel and Yoo, 2008; Filieri 
and McLeay, 2013). Gretzel and Yoo (2010) ,au,ed the similar parameters with their research published in 
2008 and came to the conclusion that the impact of tourist ,enerated content on tourist decision makin, has 
increased in two years. Gretzel and Yoo (2008) also hi,hli,hted how online tourist review readers is an 
important tar,et market for tourism industry because they have hi,h income, education level and travel 
frequency.  

 New technolo,y has affected both the distribution system of tourism and tourists’ travel plannin, 
cycle especially their information search behavior (Xian, and Gretzel, 2010; Cantallops and Salvo, 2014: 41). 
Popularity of user ,enerated content is an indisputable fact today. Furthermore, this kind of information’s 
importance and value have been continuin, to rise (Cox et. al., 2009; Litvin and Hoffman, 2012). Therefore, 
tourism mana,ements and especially hospitality enterprises must inte,rate new media channels into their 
marketin, strate,ies. nn today’s fierce competition environment, establishments have the chance to ,ain 
competitive advanta,es throu,h adoptin, this new media earlier. On the other hand, new media is an 
appropriate channel for the hospitality or,anizations re,ardless of their size (for both small, medium and 
lar,e). Moreover, potential tourists perceive that online reviews have a ,reater impact on their hotel choice 
decisions while they are searchin, information about lesser-known hotels rather than well-known hotels 
(Vermeulen and See,ers, 2009). Social media is a very precious information source for hospitality mana,ers 
helpin, them assess and develop their performance in addition to its impact on potential tourists (Schucker, 
et al., 2015: 609). nf hospitality mana,ers observe what ,uests talk about their facilities on social media, they 
will understand their performance from the standpoint of their ,uests. As Chan and Guillet (2011: 349) 
emphasized that listenin, the customer in social media is a kind of market research for hospitality marketers. 
Listenin, the customers from online broadcast is a more reliable way to ,et their data rather than a classical 
survey-based market research because customers share their experiences voluntarily (Jeon, and Jeon, 2008). 
However, it is an insufficient mana,ement approach to use this channel passively just for listenin, the 
customers. Unfortunately, one of the primary mistakes done by hospitality mana,ements with re,ard to use 
of social media is inadequate interaction with their ,uests and bein, unresponsive in this channel (Chan and 
Guillet, 2011: 361-362). nf hospitality mana,ements don’t respond the tourists’ feedbacks and stay inactive 
in this channel, tourist who shared feedback will think that hospitality mana,ements don’t take care of them. 
Hospitality mana,ers should pay attention to respondin, especially the ne,ative tourist reviews. Litvin and 
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Hoffman’s (2012) research revealed that if hotel mana,ements response the ne,ative reviews, this will 
positively influence the review readers’ attitudes toward those hotels. Hotel mana,ements should never 
for,et that di,ital media is become popular because it enables two-way communication and so marketers 
have to interact with their ,uests in this platform (O’Connor, 2008: 757; Kaplan and Haenlein, 2010: 66). As 
Buhalis and Law (2008) stated that new tourists expect to interact with suppliers to satisfy their own specific 
needs and wishes.      

 2.2. Referral Marketing 

 Referral marketin, is defined as “a process of developin, business networks throu,h which 
information flows to prospective customers whereby clients are produced with little or no overt marketin, 
activities” (U,bah and Evuleocha, 2007: 51). Referral marketin, is a way of acquirin, new customers for 
companies by harnessin, their existin, customers. Referral marketin, is a kind of stimulated (marketer-
directed) WOM which benefits the existin, customers’ social networks so as to attract new customers 
(Kumar, et al., 2010; Schmitt, et al., 2011). Referral pro,rams are suitable for three types of market/company; 
small establishment because of their limited marketin, bud,ets, for niche markets and especially for the 
companies that sell hi,h-risk ,oods and services (Berman, 2016: 20). nt is known that tourists are takin, hi,h-
risks while purchasin, tourism services and so applyin, successful referral pro,rams plays a key role for both 
increasin, the current customers’ loyalty (Garnefeld, et al., 2013) and attractin, new tar,eted customers to 
the tourism companies (Schmitt, et al., 2011). Furthermore, Schmitt et. al. (2011) have showed that referral 
marketin, is more valuable way to acquire new customers than other ways because of its cost savin,s and 
the similarity between existin, customers and new customers-focus on a narrower market se,ments. 
Consumers support their purchase decisions with referrals (Cheun,, et al., 2014: 295). Referral information 
has hi,her credibility than traditional marketin, like paid advertisement (Berman, 2016: 19) because there is 
a close relation between source of information and receiver. Althou,h few companies had tried to benefit 
from referral pro,rams in the past (Buttle, 1998: 241), marketin, mana,ers have become conscious about 
the importance of referral marketin, since the advent of internet. As the internet chan,es the patterns of 
most of the thin,s, it has chan,ed the traditional referral marketin, and ,enerated its online form. Companies 
have ,ot into difficulties of information flows in the di,ital spaces (Dellarocas, 2003) because of the chan,es 
in the information production power in favor of the users. nn fact, companies have chance to mana,e the 
content about their establishments. Looker, Rockland and Taylor-Ketchum (2007) expressed that information 
in the di,ital world cannot be controlled but it can be mana,ed. Such developments have made the referral 
marketin, more important because it ,ives companies opportunities to mana,e the referral pro,rams and 
control over the customers’ messa,e contents (Schmitt et. al., 2011; Berman, 2016: 19).  

 Marketers develop different kind of referral pro,rams especially makin, the most of technolo,ical 
opportunities. Althou,h there are different types of online referral marketin, applications, the most useful 
one is “recommend friends” pro,ram (Verle,h, et al., 2013: 670). For instance, as Xia, Tan, and Wirtz (2011) 
indicated; “recommend a friend pro,ram” searched in the Goo,le and it was yielded over 70 million hits in 
2012. A more recent search on Bin, for “recommend a friend pro,ram” yielded over 19 million hits (Berman, 
2016: 20). These fi,ures show its current importance and it has a promisin, future as well. On the other hand, 
it contains some disadvanta,eous. As Lewis has found out (2006), referral marketin, is seen less trustworthy 
than or,anic WOM. Althou,h the most reliable data about ,oods and services is ,enerated by existin, 
customers to potential consumers, online information created within referral pro,rams has no such 
credibility because these are stimulated by marketers with some incentives. Apart from these, there are some 
researches about the incentives/rewards desi,n in the referral pro,rams in the marketin, literature as well 
(Biyalo,orsky, et al., 2001; Kornish and Li, 2010; Xia et. al. 2011).  

 2.3. Affiliate Marketing 

 Affiliate marketin, is re,arded as a marketin, approach that has raised from technolo,ical advances. 
Therefore, researchers and marketers have started to discover this so-called new marketin, application. 
Despite it has its ori,ins from in the past, new forms of it become popular contemporarily. However, many 
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marketers don’t know affiliate marketin, adequately (Duffy, 2005: 161) and there is just a few study about 
this issue in the literature (Mariussen, et al., 2010: 1707). Consequently, it is possible to say that the sufficient 
level of attention hasn’t been paid to this subject by neither researchers nor marketers.  

 Some researchers brin, the term of affiliate marketin, to forefront with just its online form but in 
fact it means more. As Ryan and Jones (2009) pointed out that affiliate marketin, is neither a new nor a web-
based-only practice. Affiliate marketin, has existed prior to the internet with its offline form. For instance, 
,lobal distribution systems (GDS) has been used in the airlines, hotels and some other tourism companies as 
offline affiliation before the world wide web (Mariussen et. al., 2010). nn addition to this, some concier,e 
services (e.,.: makin, restaurant reservations for hotel ,uests) in hotels is an example of offline affiliate 
marketin, as well. nndeed, affiliate marketin, has become widespread with the advent of internet 
(Mariussen, 2012: 31). Even in the definitions of affiliate marketin,, the importance of the internet for this 
marketin, application is emphasized. Hoffmann and Novak define affiliate marketin, as “the online act of 
promotin, someone else’s ,oods and services to earn commissions from sales leads provided”. Accordin, to 
Mariussen (2012), affiliate marketin, is based on the premise of cooperation between a business and its 
affiliates, where a commission is paid to affiliates each time they achieved predefined actions. There are some 
different types of commission like pay-per-sale, pay-per-lead, pay-per-click etc. (Bandyopadhyay, et al., 2009: 
4-5). Basically, affiliate marketin, is ,ettin, into win-win partnerships.   

 Affiliate marketin, provides advanta,es in terms of ,eneratin, more revenue, minimizin, costs, 
lowerin, wasta,es, increasin, brand awareness, improvin, website rankin,s in search en,ines and etc. for 
the companies (Daniele, et al., 2009; Gre,ori, et al., 2014). nt is known that most of the sales in tourism 
industry are realized in the online environment. Affiliate marketin, has an important place for the tourism 
industry. However, the disadvanta,eous of this marketin, practice should not be i,nored. Mana,ement’s 
direct control power is decreased due to the effect of intermediaries. For this reason, customers may have 
ne,ative attitudes towards the companies. Another issue is double content in terms of SEO (Search En,ine 
Optimisation), reffered to as “affiliate spam”. 

 2.4. Model of Classification of Online Referrals in Hospitality 

 nt is our su,,estion to use the term “mentions” to indicate when a hotel company appears online. nt 
can be positive, ne,ative or neutral. nt doesn’t have to be related to any kind of referrals – it can be mentioned 
in the press (non-sponsored, not advertorial), enumerated in a scientific article etc. Online referrals are a sub 
type of mentions. 

 Online referral is an umbrella term for online marketin, tools and techniques that imply the 
en,a,ement of customers and non-intermediate partners sharin, their approval or disapproval, as opposed 
to acknowled,ements and awards by jury experts, certifications of professional institutions and other 
publicity and PR tactics that use medias. There are two main ,roups of online referrals: those that are 
business initiated and the peer-to-peer types. The business initiated types function implies some sort of 
,ivin,: financial (affiliate marketin,) or on a quid pro quo basis (in case of referral marketin,). The peer to 
peer types (online reviews) do not imply any sort of ,ettin, somethin, in return.     

 The proposed model broadens the notion of online reviews in hospitality by crossin, those to e-
marketin, domains and thus provides a new framework of relations amon, known tools and techniques. The 
focus is on sales-oriented marketin, tools (online reviews) and techniques (referral marketin, and affiliate 
marketin,).   
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Table 1. Categorization of Online Referrals in Hospitality According to e-Marketing Domains 

 Targeted to Customers Targeted to Business 

Business Initiated 
B2C 

Referral Marketing 
B2B 

Affiliate Marketing 

Customer Initiated 

C2C 
Online reviews on 

independent platforms (e.g. 
TripAdvisor) 

C2B 
Online reviews, guest books 

on hotel platforms 

                        Source: Authors’ Contribution 

 As shown in Table 1. A referral initiated by business and aimed to their customers in order to attract 
new leads is known as “referral marketin,”. Affiliate marketin, is a business to business marketin, technique 
oriented to ,eneratin, more leads, subscribers, sales etc. Business initiated referrals online usually include a 
link and ,rade in terms of the emotion carried from positive to neutral.  

 Customer initiated referrals span emotionally from positive to ne,ative and don’t imply the existence 
of a link. Both positive and ne,ative customer referrals take the form of reviews online as they actually reflect 
the experience of previous stays. Positive customer initiated online referrals are known as recommendations. 
The C2C cate,ory is the most widely known forms of reviews havin, TripAdvisor as its main representative. 
Customer initiated ne,ative feedback is not so often publicly available online on hotel’s platforms. Online 
,uest books as modules of hotel websites are not a popular functionality, however some hoteliers, aware of 
the importance of references in the sellin, process, are publishin, selected reviews of ,uests on their 
websites or usin, mash up-s (inte,ratin, reviews automatically) from TripAdvisor and similar social ratin, 
websites. Hotels also collect feedback from direct ,uests who booked online within their after stayin, 
messa,in,.    

 3. Research 

 The research is based on the above mentioned new classification of online referrals in tourism. The 
sample of hotel chains was intentional, taken from the report “The European hotel industry” and includes 66 
hotel chains. These hotels were used as benchmarks in the above mentioned report, in order to classify and 
count existin, European hotels. The sample is presented in table 2.  

Table 2. Sample of Selected European Hotel Chains 

Deluxe Up-Market Mid-Market Economy Budget 

Conrad 
Four Seasons 

Kempinski 
Luxury Collection 

Manderin 
Orient Express 

Park Hyatt 
Raffles 

Ritz-Carlton 
Rocco Forte Hotels 

Savoy Group 
St Regis 

Clarion 
Crowne Plaza 

De Vere 
Firmdale 

Grand Hyatt 
Intercontinental 

Jolly Master 
Le Meridien 

Maritim 
Marriott 

Mella 
Millennium 

Radisson 
Renaissance 
Shangri-La 
Sheraton 

Sofitel 
Swissotel 

Westin 

Country Inn by Carlson 
Courtyard by Marriott 
Express by Holiday Inn 

Forum 
Four Points 
Holiday Inn 

Holiday Inn Garden 
Court 

Howard Johnson 
Jolly Classic 
Moat House 

Novotel 
Quality 
Ramada 
Scnadic 

Sol 
Suite Hotels 

Bastion 
Bleu Marine 
Campanille 

Comfort 
Days Inn 

Ibis 
Inkeepers Lodge 

Kyriad 
Nulte d’hotel 

Premier Lodge 
Sleep Inn 
Travel Inn 

Travelodge 
Wetherlodge 

Etap 
Formula 1 

Premiere Class 
Balladins 

Source: “The European Hotel nndustry” . Retrieved from: 
http://www.otusco.com/Otus%20Hotel%20Analyst%20Size%20and%20Structure%201.pdf 

http://www.hospitality-on.com/en/les-dossiers/dossier-du-mois/bilan-hotelier-europeen-2014/chaines-hotelieres-en-europe-les-challengers-sactivent/
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 The empirical research was carried out in December 2014. nt was investi,ated, by observation of hotel 
official websites, whether or not hotels of a certain chain used affiliate marketin, (usually as a link in 
secondary navi,ation known sometimes as partner pro,ram), referral marketin, (“tell a friend” link or 
“Share” button on various social media websites) or if they published ,uest reviews on their websites/used 
a ,uestbook (althou,h an outdated functionality, it was still included in the research).   

 nn the case of online reviews on social ratin, websites/social ,uides, TripAdvisor, as the most 
prominent representative was chosen. Only in case hoteliers answered to posted reviews in public it was 
taken in account as if they used this communication strate,y. The authors’ researched the last five reviews 
of hotels under a certain brand in search for mana,ement responses.   

 nn case hotels displayed also links to their profiles/pa,es on social media networks on their official 
websites, it was also recorded. The codin, system used was rather simple: in case a certain strate,y was used, 
it was coded as 1, if not, it was counted as 0.  

 A fifth cate,ory, unrelated to online referral classification - presence on social media - was also 
investi,ated. nt was coded as 1 if there were any social media links displayed.   

 4. Results 

 The results of use of referrals by hoteliers in Europe will be presented by cate,ories of hotels and in 
total. 

Table 3. Online Referrals Use by Luxury European Hotels 

Brands Referral 
Affiliate 
Program 

Reviews 
on 

Website 

Presence 
in Social 
Media 

Review 
Answer on 
Tripadvisor 

Total 

Conrad  NO NO NO YES YES 2 
Mandarin 

Oriental 
NO NO NO YES YES 2 

Rocco Forte NO NO NO NO YES 1 
Park Hyatt NO YES NO NO NO 1 

Four Seasons YES NO NO YES YES 3 
Luxury Collection NO YES YES YES YES 4 

Orient Express NO NO NO YES YES 2 
Raffles NO YES NO YES YES 3 

Ritz-Carlton NO NO NO YES YES 2 
Savoy Group YES NO YES YES YES 4 

St Regis NO NO YES YES YES 3 
Kempinski NO NO NO YES YES 2 

GRAND TOTAL 2 3 3 10 11 29 
         Source: authors’ contribution 

 Luxury brands don’t use much referral marketin, and affiliate marketin, pro,rams, probably due to 
their popularity: a luxury brand is easily reco,nizable (Okonkwo, 2009). Reviews are also rarely displayed on 
their websites and the vast majority of those available on TripAdvisor are extremely positive (based on 
author’s observation durin, the empirical research, althou,h quality score of reviews was not investi,ated in 
this research). The only exception in answerin, ,uest reviews on TripAdvisor is Hyatt.  

 Compared to luxury hotels, up market hotels don’t use referral marketin, on their websites, however 
the majority feature an affiliate marketin, pro,ram. Less than half of them feature reviews on their official 
websites. All investi,ated chains are present on social networks and most of them answer on reviews on 
TripAdvisor.  
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Table 4. Online Referrals Use by Up-Market European Hotels 

Brands Referral 
Affiliate 
Program 

Reviews on 
Website 

Presence in 
Social 
Media 

Review Answer 
on Tripadvisor 

Total 

Crowne Plaza  NO YES YES YES YES 4 
Radisson  NO YES YES YES NO 3 
Swissotel NO YES NO YES YES 3 

Westin NO YES NO YES YES 3 
Clarion NO YES YES YES YES 4 

De Vere NO NO NO YES YES 2 
Firmdale NO NO NO YES YES 2 

Grand Hyatt NO NO NO YES YES 2 
Hilton NO NO NO YES YES 2 

Hyatt Regency NO NO NO YES YES 2 
Intercontinental NO YES YES YES YES 4 

Jolly Master NO NO NO YES YES 2 
Le Meridien NO NO NO YES YES 2 

Maritim NO YES NO YES NO 2 
Marriott NO YES NO YES YES 3 

Mella NO YES NO YES YES 3 
Millenium NO NO NO YES YES 2 

Renaissance NO YES NO YES YES 3 
Shangri-La NO NO YES YES YES 3 

Soffitel YES YES YES YES YES 5 
Sheraton NO YES YES YES YES 4 

GRAND TOTAL 1 12 7 21 19 60 
     Source: authors’ contribution 

Table 5. Online Referrals Use by Mid-Market European Hotels 

Brands Referral 
Affiliate 
Program 

Reviews 
on 

Website 

Presence 
in Social 
Media 

Review 
Answer on 
Tripadvisor 

Total 

Howard Johnson NO YES NO YES YES 3 
Scandic NO YES YES YES NO 3 
Novotel NO YES YES YES YES 3 

Courtyard By Marriot NO NO NO YES YES 2 
Country Inn By Carlson NO YES YES YES YES 4 
Express By Holiday Inn NO NO YES YES YES 3 

Forum NO NO NO YES YES 2 
Four Points NO YES YES YES YES 4 
Jolly Classic NO NO NO YES YES 2 

Moat House NO NO NO YES YES 2 
Quality NO YES YES YES YES 4 

Ramada NO NO YES YES YES 3 
Sol NO NO NO YES YES 2 

Suite Hotel NO YES NO YES YES 3 
Holiday Inn NO NO YES YES YES 3 

Holiday Inn Garden Court NO NO YES YES YES 2 

GRAND TOTAL 0 7 9 16 15 47 
 Source: authors’ contribution 

 Nor mid-market hotels use referral marketin,, less than half use affiliate marketin,, reviews are 
displayed by the majority. Participation on social networks is recorded by all hotels, and almost all hotel 
chains provide mana,ement responses on TripAdvisor. The results are similar to up market hotels in all 
cate,ories researched.  
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Table 6. Online Referrals Use by Economy European Hotels 

Brands Referral 
Affiliate 
Program 

Reviews 
on 

Website 

Presence 
in Social 
Media 

Review 
Answer on 
Tripadvisor 

Total 

Bastion NO YES NO YES YES 3 
Campanile NO NO NO YES YES 2 

Kyriad NO NO NO YES YES 2 
Travelodge NO NO NO YES NO 1 

Blue Marine YES NO NO YES YES 3 
Comfort NO YES YES YES YES 4 
Days Inn NO NO YES YES YES 3 

Ibis NO YES NO YES YES 3 
Innkeepers Lodge NO NO NO YES YES 2 

Nuit D’hotel NO NO NO YES YES 2 
Premier Lodge NO NO NO YES YES 2 

Sleep Inn NO YES YES YES YES 4 
Travel Inn NO NO YES YES YES 3 

Wetherlodge NO NO YES NO YES 2 

GRAND TOTAL 1 4 5 13 13 36 
          Source: authors’ contribution 

 Referral marketin, is also unpopular amon, economy hotel chains, followed by affiliate marketin, 
pro,rams and reviews on website (display less frequently than in mid-scale hotels). Most chains maintain 
their presence on social networkin, sites.  

Table 7. Online Referrals Use by Budget European Hotels 

Brands Referral 
Affiliate 
Program 

Reviews 
on 

Website 

Presence 
in Social 
Media 

Review 
Answer on 
Tripadvisor 

Total 

Ibis NO NO NO YES YES 2 
Premiere Class NO NO NO YES NO 1 

Balladins NO NO NO NO YES 1 

GRAND TOTAL 0 0 0 2 2 4 
       Source: authors’ contribution 

  Figure 1. Online Referrals Use by European Hotels and Social Media Presence 
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 No affiliate pro,rams, referral marketin, nor reviews were found in this cate,ory of hotels. The 
presence on social media is quite hi,h however not well mana,ed (outdated contents). Obviously these 
hotels don’t need frills but base their competitiveness on price differentiation. 

 Most hotel chains are present on social media networks and display links to their profiles/pa,es. 
Re,ardin, online referrals, answerin, on TripAdvisor is the most common activity practiced by most (91%), 
followed by affiliate marketin, (40%) and reviews on websites (36%). Referral marketin, (6%) is almost not 
used at all.    

 nt is possible to compute total online referral (TOR) score for European hotel brands with the 
followin, formula;    

TOR Score =
Grand Total Score

Number of Total Observed Brands×5
× 100 

 Grand total score is referred to the intercept between total and ,rand total in the tables 2 to 6.  The 
number of total observed hotel brands indicates how many hotels are listed in each cate,ory (luxury, up-
market etc.). And then, number of total observed brands is multiplied with five because there are four types 
of online referrals while the fifth element is social media presence (links to official profiles of hotels on various 
social media networks). Fi,ure 2 is created based on this calculation. 

Figure 2. Online Referral Scores of the European Hotels  
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 The aim of this research was to investi,ate the international hotel brands in Europe in terms of their 
online referral marketin, performance. Accordin, to the result of this research, these branded hotels (apart 
from bud,et ones) show medium-level performance in ,eneral. The most successful ones are up and mid-
market, the least successful ones are those in the bud,et se,ment . The observed hotels are relatively ,ood 
at social media mana,ement and respondin, at customers’ feedbacks rather than the rest. Chan and Guillet 
(2011: 361-362) claimed that hotels had problems about respondin, their customers and it is understood 
that international brand hotels partially overcome that problem nowadays. These hotels’ active performance 
in social media can be inferred as branded hotels, independently of their quality, are fairly ,ood at keepin, 
up with new trends. As expected, websites of hoteliers have no such infrastructure which allows visitors to 
share their feedback. Upon the advent of TripAdvisor and similar social ratin, services, the market ,ot an 
independent and reliable source of information therefore; hotel ,uestbooks were probably deliberately 
dropped off because of the possibility of manipulation by hoteliers. nt is known that new tourists have a 
positive attitude toward sharin, their travel experiences voluntarily (Buhalis and Law, 2008: 612).  

 Affiliate marketin, pro,rams do not draw the hotels mana,ements’ interest sufficiently. nt mi,ht be 
that hoteliers are unaware of affiliate marketin,, do not perceive its benefits and/or find it too complex to 
mana,e. Such state should be investi,ated in depth in future researches. Also, referral marketin, is the least 
performed technique in terms of online referrals marketin, by branded hotels.    

 The ,eneralization that branded European hotels show avera,e performance in terms of online 
referral marketin, cannot be applied to bud,et hotels. These hotels are just active in social media and but 
their performance level is below the avera,e. Bud,et hotels show the worst performance in referral and 
affiliate marketin,. nt is not possible to claim that bud,et hotel mana,ements are not aware of their 
unsuccessful performance. Mana,ers of these hotels may have already realized this current situation but 
they prefer to attract customers with just concentratin, on the lowerin, the prices. nn fact, referral marketin, 
technique is more suitable for less-known hotels and it does not require hi,h bud,ets. Besides prices, 
potential tourists ,ive more importance to the other tourists’ reviews especially in case of less-known hotels 
(Vermeulen and See,ers, 2009). Althou,h theory states that action in review mana,ement is more important 
for smaller hospitality establishments, our research showed that it is practiced by 2 out of 3 brands 
investi,ated. 

 nn conclusion, the mana,ements of international branded hotels in Europe should make a ,reater 
effort in order to increase their success level with re,ard to online referrals. nt will not be enou,h to focus on 
just a specific field like online reviews of hotels, they have to adopt a holistic approach and strive to improve 
also in other cate,ories. Online referrals are more important for smaller hotels, as explained earlier and thus 
those have to pay particular attention to it. From the theoretical perspective, researchers may adopt 
advanced quantitative analysis to data about this topic for further validation. Researchers may determine 
some different indicators about online referrals in their future researches in order to enhance the literature. 
Also, the different hotel samplin,s (unbranded hotels in Europe, branded hotels in Asia, America etc.) should 
be taken in account in future researches.   
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